Ancient churches, new perspectives .

Casatenovo’s
mysteries
Travel diary
for children and families

This travel diary is by
…………………………..…………………………………………………
Dear traveller, welcome to Casatenovo!
You must know that you are in a country of ancient history, where
the legends and mysteries are not lacking...
A bit of history…
The very first traces of a casatese settlement date back in the year 1110.
We know that at that time there was also a castle, expanded by the noble
family of the Casati. The richest families were soon involved in numerous
medieval struggles, such as those between Guelphs and Ghibellines before,
and between Visconti and the Republic of Venice then.
All these wars transformed the town into a real fortification: also the
numerous farmhouses, arose in the countryside and inhabited by local lords,
equipped to be ready in case of attack by bandits. Over the years, not only
peasants, but also rich families started to stay in these beautiful lands: in
fact they built a lot of “villas of delight” , houses to spend holidays in the
“green Brianza”.
In the ‘80es numerous companies and factories started in Casatenovo,
linked mainly to food products, which gave work to the local inhabitants.

Postcard of the past
A watercolor of the
iconographic
background by
Alessandro Greppi; this
is how the nobleman of
the homonymous Villa
depicted Casatenovo.

*Copyright Consorzio Brianteo Villa Greppi
Monticello B.za –LC/ all rights reserved.

… and a bit of geography!
Casatenovo is located between the province of Lecco, one of its biggest
municipalities, and that of Monza and Brianza. It includes the villages
of Campofiorenzo, Cassina de' Bracchi, Galgiana, Rimoldo, Rogoredo,
Valaperta, to which are added a lot of small localities, that owe their
names to the farms around which they rise.

This is only a part of the map of Casatenovo that you can see
in full on the website of the Municipality or of the Pro Loco.
But it will be enough for today’s exploration: there are a lot of
things to see for those who sharpen their sight...
and ingenuity!

Maybe you don’t know
There’s also Casatevecchio!
It had been one of the many
villages of Casate, but in
1692 it separated
definitively and today it is a
village of the bordering
municipality of Monticello
Brianza.

Place on the map the photographs depicting special corners of
Casatenovo...

This is the symbol of the noble
Casati family, placed on the bell
tower of the little church of Santa
Giustina, at that time their
private chapel in the area of the
castle.

Here is Santa Margherita on the side
wall of the homonymous church: she
is the patron saint of women giving
birth after having succeeded in
“reborn” from the belly of the dragon (
at her feet) that had devoured her in
one bite!

Speaking of dragons, in
Casatenovo you can find another
one! It’s won by the noble knight
Saint George, patron saint of the
town, in the tympanum above
the entrance of the parish
church.

Along Via Greppi you can see the avenue
that leads to Villa Greppi Bussero. It’s a
historic residence still owned by a noble
family: in Casatenovo there are still a lot
of villas built by counts and inhabited by
their heirs.

Here is the tower of Cascina
Rancate, in the heart of the
fields. There are still several
farmhouses on the municipal
territory, but this is the only one
to have preserve a similar
defensive structure!

Here is the porch of Villa
Facchi, today home of the
Library of Casatenovo, but
previously the residence of
nobles. It was built precisely
to avoid that, on rainy days,
the owners and their guests,
getting off the carriage, could
wet their rich clothes!

Here is the coat of arms of Casatenovo: it looks like that one of the
noble Casati family, whose central motif is taken from. Do you know
that in heraldry, the study of the coat of arms, each color and design
has its meaning? Here it is the “translation” of this symbol…
RED
courage

BRAIDS
the branches
of family
branches

LAUREL
virtue, nobility

TOWER
ancient nobility
blessness
GOLD
wealth

OAK
strength, power

...and yours? Create the coat of arms of your noble family
and explain its meaning!

Santa Margherita
An ancient monastery rich in frescoes...
The small church of Santa Margherita was first mentioned in 1192, when it
was counted among the Benedictine monasteries. The nuns lived in the
adjacent lodgings and observed the rule of “ora et labora” or “pray and work”.
A very hard life that began at 2 in the morning with the first prayer and
finished at 10 in the evening with the last praying, interspersed with
laborious manual work.
In 1492, when the monastery had been closed for a long time, the chaplain of
the noble Casati family, Giacomo del Torgio (depicted on the right wall),
restored the church by having it painted by a mysterious "Master of
Casatenovo" who, only recently, has been identified with Cristoforo Moretti.
The church preserves beautiful murals, frescoes. The fresco painting is a
technique of mural art much used in the Middle Ages and Renaissance. In
the area of the apse, where the priest celebrates mass, at the center stands
God the Father, Jesus and the Holy Spirit (the dove), crowning the Madonna
kneeling. Many people observe the scene, including angels and prophets.
A mystery concerns in particular Adam and Eve portraited right on the sides
of the fresco: the first man appears with gray hair and beard, the first
woman instead has an even weirder head... It’s not the original one, indeed!

Once upon a time
The legend says that a
painter passing by,
in love with the
beautiful face of Eva,
tore it up to carry it
with him. That’s why it
was necessary to
replace it!

Find inside the church at least...
An animal
A musical instrument

A tower
An angel

The cycle of months
Hidden behind the altar there is a
mysterious monochrome fresco, painted only
in the shades of grey. It depicts 12 men
engaged in various occupations: who picks a
flower, who warms the fire... did you guess?
The fresco shows precisely the months of the
year, each depicted with a typical occupation
of that season: right next to us there is
depicted November, the month in which the
dead are prayed!

Now you are the master of Casatenovo!
Choose your favourite month and… draw it!

Santa Giustina
A noble palace chapel...
The little Santa Giustina church was mentioned for the first time in 1062:
at the time it was located near the castle, the residence of the noble Casati
family, the private chapel was their property. Where is the castle now?
It is still there, just in front of the church!
If you haven't recognised it, that’s just because it has changed over the
years; now it is the private house of Lurani counts, but it is not the only one:
Santa Giustina church experienced many changes, too!
However, there are clear traces of the past, which are still the same: the
stones which have been used for the construction.
In the walls we can see rounded pebbles, taken from nearby water courses
and red bricks made of clay, a type of earth Casatenovo fields are full of.
There are also some frescoes in the little lateral chapel. On the ceiling there
are “the Doctors of the Church"; on the right wall there is a very familiar
scene: The Adoration of the Magi: they come to pay homage to the infant
Jesus!
Just opposite, there are two very important saints, recognisable thanks to
their “attributes", symbols that make them easily identifiable, as for the
modern superhero costumes... Sant’Antonio Abate, the protector of the
peasants’ animals, prayed to avoid skin diseases, has a stick with a bell and
fire; San Carlo Borromeo is dressed as a cardinal and prays in front of a
cross. And there is another important fresco...

A scaring church!
Anciently there were
graves both inside and
outside the building,
they were courageous
Casati knights tombs,
their remains were
founded in 1720!

Now that you are trained to recognise attributes, are you able to
connect with a line what each saint says, with his
representation in this Santa Giustina fresco?

"
San Rocco
“I show the sore on the
thigh and I protect from
plague

San Francesco
"I am a friar: I have a tunic
and the tonsure, I
protect animals.”

San Bernardino da
Siena
“I have a little painting
representing the trigram
of Jesus and who prays
me heals from cough”
San Sebastiano
"I am full of arrows!
Pray me to save you from
infective diseases.”

This picture has no characters!
Complete the postcard from the past, remembering that this was the
chapel of the near castle of nobles Casati...

Il progetto
The "Ancient churches, new perspectives" project, realized thanks to the
contribution of the Cariplo Foundation, had as its objective not only the
restoration and functionalization of S. Giustina and S. Margherita, but also a
new management of the cultural heritage with the inclusion of structures in
a wider tourist circuit. The project sees the Municipality of Casatenovo as
leader, in partnership with Proloco di Casatenovo, Demetra Società
Cooperativa Sociale ONLUS and Cooperativa Il Trifoglio ONLUS and with
the involvement of a support network made up of various local realities.
Info: www.comune.casatenovo.lc.it
PRO LOCO CASATENOVO
The Pro Loco is the promoter of several cultural and
recreational promotion initiatives throughout the Casatese
territory, it is also the managing body of the churches of
Santa Margherita and Santa Giustina.
(www.prolococasatenovo.it – info@prolococasatenovo.it)

A cura di:
EDUCAZIONE AMBIENTALE E CULTURALE DEMETRA ONLUS
For years, the sector has been designing and
implementing numerous and diversified activities for
institutions, families and schools of all levels, including an
annual review of guided itineraries between villages and
nature, to discover the most authentic Brianza.
(www.demetra.net – aea@demetra.net)
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